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II. BACKGROUND

Abstract --- Documenting business rules is a complex task
in tenns of rule extraction, reuse and integration into current
business documentation, where most of business rules (and
laws) are buried in data warehouses as raw data. In this
paper, we propose a method to simplify the business rules
documentation processes using XML technologies. These
generated documents can be used as a specification
requirement for business development. Our proposed method
will enable and help businesses to extract, document and reuse
business rules from any data warehouses or rules repositories
to generate the business rules documents. We also incorporate
filtration and validation methods into the rules formation
process to generate business rules documents.

A. What are the business rules?

Usually business rules are referred as a statement about
the way organisations doing businesses by reflecting their
business policies. Organisations have policies in order to
reflect their business objectives, customer satisfaction,
management of resources, and follow laws or general
business conventions [1]. For example, A person must be of
age 18 or above to eligible for driving license.
B. Business rules issues and concerns

Index terms-- business rules documentation, business model,
rules extraction, validation, XML.

Business rules are obviously important to organisations.
The appreciation of the need and the importance to enforce
business rules correctly has led to the development of
techniques to support the automatic generation of business
rules implementation from specifications. This makes the
enforcement of business rules in information systems more
well-structured and understandable [2].
Business Rules extraction for documentation from raw
data is an important concept in the business rules
documentation process of computer based information
systems. They have been used by information technology
professionals and by database modelling, but few
researchers in integration of business rules into business
processes are studying them. Different business using
different approaches to extract and use business rules to
generate business documents. So there is a need to make
these documentation techniques simple and effective. So
business documents can be reused and integrated with other
business documents.

I. INTRODUCTION
Business rules have become a common topic in systems
development and enterprise modelling. Identifying and
documenting business rules are now an accepted approach
to understanding business processes. In recent years, a new
business rules formation and documentation approach has
gained prominence. This approach is usually referred to as
development, formation and document process for business
rules, which provides a method for business rules
formation, document and development stored in rule
repositories.
Business rules development for business documentation
has been shown to bring a number of reimbursements to the
process of business process and software development.
Using business rules development for documentation
method gives business user better visibility and control over
the business policies enforced by the application. Also
business rules provide a framework for communication
between business users and system analysts where these
users can be other businesses. This results in a more
complete, accurate and simplified use of business rules into
any business process documentation.
Most of the business rules are discussed during business
development and or can be used to represents as
specification requirement for business system design. These
documents can be played a very important role in system
development.
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C. Impact of business rules on businesses

To be competitive in today's ever changing market, an
organisation must be able to quickly change to take
advantage of a potential opportunity or respond to a
potential threat. As the dependence on technology has
increased in recent decades, the information systems have
become a major factor in how quickly an organisation or
business can react to changes in its environment.
Historically, enterprise systems have been designed in
terms of database structure and organisation of functions.
Little attention is paid to business laws [2]. Often, business
rules are not adequately documented during the analysis
phase. In many cases, rules are 'discovered' as the program
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is developed [10]. This results in code where business rules
are hard to locate and adjust to meet the changing business
requirements. It is very difficult for those businesses which
are using intelligent systems or complex systems. The result
is that the information systems frequently become an
impediment to amendment. So there is a need to clearly
document business policies and rules in a way, which can
help business professionals during specification process of
business development.

The above steps will be explained in detail in the
subsequent subsections.
Step 1: Extraction and conversion of raw data 'from
relational to text" to XML
Business rules described in our case study are stored in
relational database as shown in table 1:
Table: 1 Relational rule table

D. Business rule comnponent specification
In 1997 Business rules group comprised of experts from
leading information systems vendors, published its report
on business rules [4]. The report provides a framework for
classifying business rules such as structural constraints,
attributes, relationships, authorisation, derivation, condition
and so on.
In every business process there are rules imposed by the
business. In our business rule component we define
specification of rule component, which reflects the kinds of
rules defined in businesses. Most of businesses also have
operational, intentional and IS (Information Systems)
architectural rules [9]. A standard business organisation has
four kinds of rules (laws) in general,
(i) An intemational laws
(ii) Govt. regulations
(iii) An industrial rules and
(iv) Company rules.
In component-based software design, it's easy for the
company to introduce new rules without affecting the
whole business process. Elements of business rules
components include procedure, documents, protocols,
standards and policy [3]. Organisations may or may not
need all these components. In our proposed approach we
can use only those elements which are needed for business
documents.
III. PROPOSED RULE EXTRACTION METHODOLOGY FOR
BUSINESS RULES DOCUMENTATION

In this section we are going to explain the main process
behind business rule documentation technique we proposed.
We used an automobiles insurance example to extract and
develop business rules documents. We follow the steps to
extract rule data from any business rule repository and use
our proposed filtration method to retrieve the requested
documents. At the result we will be able to form XML
based business rules documents.
In figure 1, we showed the overall architecture of
business rules documentation process. The purpose of the
document system is to extract business rules from various
rules repositories, which are in either relational or text
format. The document process generates business rules in
XML documents using the following steps:
1. Extraction and conversion of raw data "from relational
to text" to XML
2. Filtering XML documents
3. Defining business rules according with business rule
component
4. Validation of XML documents
5. Generating Business rules XML documents
6. Integration of business rules

Attributes
Rule id

Data type

Number, PK
Category-id Varchar2(10),FK
Class
Varchar2(10),FK
Rule type
Varchar2(l 0)
Description Varchar2(60)
In this section we are going to extract and transform raw
rule data from relational tables to XML syntax because this
helps in subsequent data extraction steps [6]. Basically
there are two methods to transform raw data into XML
documents. First, by using SQL queries to retrieve data
from relational database and then apply transformation
methods to convert into XML documents. Second, by
parsing and transformation method and use xquery for data
conversion. The following is the sample code for this
conversion of raw data into XML after applying xquery to
retrieve particular data from database (in our case we use
Xindice database). We use the following xquery to retrieve
business document which have rule id '123'.

XQuery:
String xpath = "//Automobile Insurance [Rule_id='123]";

XML:

<Automobile_Insurance>
<Rule_id>123</Rule_id>
<Categoryjd>General Insurance</Categoryjd>
<Rule_Class>Age</Rule_Class>
<Rule_type>Conditional</Rule_type>
<Description> Persons under age 18 may not be come
under general insurance unless application is approved by
father, mother, or guardian having custody and person has
successfully completed approved course in driver
education. Restricted (conditional) insurance for farm work
may be issued to person 15 years of age. A person who has
attained the age of 15 may be get insured if he or she needs
to drive for personal or family medical reasons.
</Description>

<IAutomobile_Insurance>

Step 2: Filtering XML documents
In this step we applied elements and document profile
based information clustering method to filter documents.
We already explained this method in our research paper [7].
Here we only describe very briefly about this method. The
similarity score is computed as the sum of all product of
keyword weight and the number of times that keyword
appears in the document, using the following formula:
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n

SS

(d, K) =X

-I

(WKJ *CountK)

(1)

where:
* d denotes a document ID.
* SS is the similarity score of a document based on the
keyword K.
* K j is the keyword appearing in the element j of the
document (1 < j < n).
* W Kj is the pre-defined weight of the keyword
K i appearing in the element j, determined by a system
administrator via sensitivity analysis.
* Count Kj is the number of times that the keyword K
appearing in the element j of the document.
The range of keyword weight is from 0 to 1 and given by
system admin. Based on SS, the document profile can be
derived as follows:
DP (d) = { (K, SS (d, K) K E C, S (d, K) > SS threshold }

Where:
* D denotes a document ID.
* K denotes a keyword.
* C is a set of all keywords to which the document
can be related.
* SS (d, K) iS the similarity score for document d for
the keyword K.
SS threshold is the minimum similarity score
acceptable for a document to relate to that
keyword.
If SS (d, K) iS less than SS thresholdS, then the keyword K is
not applicable to the profile of the document d. Table 1
show some sample document profille based on formula 2. If
the given threshold is 0.9, then document 1 is relevant to
keyword Age, while document 2, 3 and 4 will be filtered.
However, document 2 is relevant to keyword Agency,
document 3 is relevant to Insurance coverage and document
4 is relevant to Alcohol.

Table 2: Document profile
d

Agge
Agency

Insurance coverage
Alcohol

1

1.3

0
0
0

2
0

0.9

.0
o

13

[4j

T01.0

10

10 IP
101
o

11.11

Step 3: Define business rules according to business
rule component ofa business model
In this section we are going to define business rules as a
separate component of a business process of a business,
where all the business rules defined as a requirement and
not implemented into any business process as a procedural
code. This process will help to customise and reuse any
rules of a business process.

According to the definition where business model is "An
architecture of an organisation based on rules, processes
and structure" [5] where business process relates practices
and procedures followed by the business (manually or
automatically), whereas the business rules [6,12] are
applied to business processes to define input, output, and
operational constraints when business processes are
followed. We already discuss this component in detail in
our research paper on specification of business model
components for B2B communication [5]. The business
rules component is shown in figure 2.
A business rule defines or constrains one aspect of
business that is intended to assert business structure or
influence the behaviour of business [8, 11]. Business rules
often focus on access control issues; for example,
supervisors are allowed to assign and or reassign particular
task of the employee working under them, but not to assign
a task to employee of another department. Business rules
may also pertain to business calculations, for example, how
to calculate working hours of employees where some
employees are working in different shifts. Some business
rules focus on the policies of organization, perhaps the
organisation policy is not to allow their employees to work
more then five days a week. Usually business rules are
identified in the normal course of requirements gathering
and analysis.

Step 4: Validation XML documents
As databases change, an XML file may fail to correctly
extract data from the rule repository that changed. Data
validation is performed on the XML output of XSLT filters,
not on the SQL queries or rules basic tables. This means
that if a rule repository changes but the XSLT filter
continues to correctly extract data from the changed tables,
the new updates pass the data validation check and no alerts
are generated. Data validation is performed on several
levels first: they verify that each XML element is present in
the output and that values match their expected types
(numeric vs. string).
In the validation phase, the business persons analyse the
value of the mined rules to the business itself. Specifically,
a rule expert guides business persons in identifying the
business purposes and objectives served by the mined rules
and whether the rules are complete. If rules are missingthen it can be added or modified with the change of
business requirements. A basic technique of "business
response strategies" can facilitate this validation of
completeness and correctness.
Business strategies response is based on usual and
exceptional scenarios involving specific business event.
The rules inferred from the scenarios are checked against
those that have been mined, and vice versa, to identify
missing, incorrect, or unwanted rules.

Step 5: Generate business rule XML document
Based on our previous steps of business rules extraction
we transform XML file to business rule XML file. The
purpose of this step is to transform raw extracted data into
business rules format as we described in step 2. The
benefits of this transformation also include reusable
business rules, so we don't have to define business rules
every time for subsidiary businesses, it is easy to customise
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and easy to adopt new changes in business environment.
The following is the sample code for business rule
document.
<Rules>
<Business_rules>
<rule-id> 1 23</rule id>

<categoryjd>General Insurance</categoryjd>

<rule_class>Age</rule_class>

<rule type>Conditional</rule type>
<br_description>Age of driver must be 18 years and
above</br_description>
<IBusiness_rules>
<govt_regulations>
<gr_number>4567Gl</gr number>
<gr_name>Automobile Insurance</gr_name>
<gr_description> Persons under age 18 may not be come
under general insurance unless application is approved by
father, mother, or guardian having custody and person has
successfully completed approved course in driver
education. Restricted (conditional) insurance for farm work
may be issued to person 15 years of age. A person who has
attained the age of 15 may be get insured if he or she needs
to drive for personal or family medical reasons.
</grdescription>
</govt_regulations>
</Rules>
This step simplifies the process of business rules
integration into business documentation. Now in the
following section we will discuss business rules integration.

Step 6: Integration of business rules
Integration begins where business rule data XML are
generated. Even after rules generation some rules may
obviously conflict. The objective in this step is not to
correct the rule, but to simplify the process and
inconsistencies. In addition, some rules may actually be
spread across several modules.
As a result of these integration activities, the mined rules
become as close to business terms as possible prior to
verifying their meaning and purpose with the business
community. At this point, there is no ambiguity about what
the system is doing in literal terms. It is doing exactly what
the mined rule says. The goal of integration and verification
is to make sure that we have correctly stated the rule, that
is, define the terms correctly and how they combine in this
rule.
XML provides universal data exchange because it has a
formal way of defining, storing, and exchanging structured
data. XML makes it easy to reuse information in other
applications or to generate other business documents.
Organisations can use XML to extract any type of data whether it's relational database or text. So applications that
support XML can use all these types of information.
Organisation can extend XML to meet the needs of new
applications which of course make the common language of
all businesses to understand business objectives.

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed the problem of complex
and difficult techniques used in business rules
documentation from rule repositories. We used and
implemented simplified rule extraction approach using
XML. We also explain the components of the proposed
approach.
In our implementation we use the latest XML
technologies to define rules from raw data to structural
rules documents. These rules can be a part of requirement
specification for any business development.
In our future research, we will have an in-depth look at
the areas we are lacking behind and discuss them with
implementation aspects of business rules documentation for
purpose of process automation for small, medium to large
enterprises. We will also look at different types of rules and
various rules storage communication issues.
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